AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC VIOLATION DETECTION IN NEW DELHI
MOTIVATION
Metropolises of India are constantly developing since the
government has started the National Smart Cities Mission,
which strives to make urban environments more sustainable.
This modernization program also involves city transportation
systems. Controlling the traffic flow by penalizing traffic
offenders can redound to normalize urban traffic in dense
cities.

In the second quarter of 2017 Delhi Police published two
tenders. They were looking for overspeed and red light violation
detection systems to cover several locations on a large scale
in New Delhi.
At the end of a strict evaluation process, Delhi Police selected
the Logipix Traffic Violation Detection Solution, as the system
was able to satisfy and even exceed all requirements of both
tenders.

TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS IN NEW DELHI, CHALLENGES
New Delhi, the capital of India has one of the densest traffic
among the metropolises in the globe. According to the data
of 2019, the number of registered vehicles has exceeded 11
million in the city.
Automatic traffic violation detection is difficult in such
environments, since the traffic is not just heavy on the roads
but also chaotic, as people freely drive in-between lanes and

break traffic rules. Monitoring at night is further complicated
as both standard and non-standard license plates appear on
the roads with different reflection qualities.
Logipix intended to overcome these challenges and it delivered
a complete solution that provides high detection accuracy and
operates reliably 24/7 even under difficult traffic conditions.
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THE SOLUTION
The Logipix Traffic Violation Detection Solution was installed
in New Delhi in two phases aiming to automatically detect
overspeed, red light and additionally stop line violations in
the city.
In the two phases numerous overspeed violation detection
sites have been equipped with the Logipix system all over
the city. The solution was also armed in many traffic light
controlled intersections in order to capture red light violations,
stop line violations and also overspeed violations. Traffic
violations are detected automatically, based on a specially
developed sensor fusion technology.

20 MP traffic cameras are installed in each surveillance
sites. Every imaging sensor covers a whole traffic direction
with multiple lanes. In such manner, the system is able to
accurately detect vehicles that moves in-between lanes. For
supporting nighttime violation detection, Logipix delivered
advanced IR Flashes, which provide proper illumination for
all types of license plates.
The recordings are stored on-site on Outdoor Network
Video Recorders and the prepared violation packages are
transmitted to the Violation Management Servers via wireless
network. The servers automatically process the violation
frames, collect ANPR and vehicle data into violation packages
and distribute them among the Violation Management Clients
for the manual verification process.
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PROJECT PREPARATIONS
Delhi Police defined their requirements to automatically detect
4-wheeler traffic violators, which for Logipix responded with
a detailed plan with the necessary resolution calculations.
The preliminary design guaranteed the system’s success.

Before delivery, Logipix performed a complete factory
acceptance test on the system in order to validate quality
and functionality requirements.

ZOOM AREA

BENEFITS

•

•

•

Lower infrastructure & installation costs – Cameras
with multi-lane coverage and on-site recording technology
contributed to decrease infrastructure costs and also
facilitate the installation.
Clear images of license plates – Logipix 20 MP traffic
cameras delivers hi-res images, wherein license plates
are sharp and detailed.
High detection accuracy – Logipix developed a bestin-class violation detection technology, based on fused
Radar Data and Video Content Analysis.

•

Reliable violation detection at night – The advanced
Logipix IR Laser Flash ensures proper illumination for
standard and non-standard license plates as well.

INSTALLATION & CONFIGURATION

•

Automatic violation processing – The full system
operation is automatic, only violation verification needs
human resources.

•

Quick violation verification – Violation verification
process can be performed within seconds in the Violation
Management Client by operators.

The Logipix Traffic Violation Detection Solution was
installed in several surveillance points all around
the city of New Delhi. As the traffic cameras monitor
multiple lanes, fewer of them were needed to provide
the required coverage, which considerably reduced
installation time and costs.

Configuration of the Video Content Analysis and the radars
were performed at nighttime. Logipix developed a method
wherewith the entire process is fast and easy, therefore the
procedure did not block the traffic flow.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION
MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE SOLUTION
•

20 MP Logipix ONE traffic cameras

•

Logipix Outdoor Network Video Recorders

•

Logipix 3D Multi-lane Radars

•

Violation Management Servers

•

Logipix IR Laser Flashes

•

Violation Management Clients

•

15 MP Logipix evidence cameras

Violation detection in dense traffic
Achieving high detection accuracy in the traffic density of New Delhi is not an easy task. However, the system of Logipix was
designed to defeat this challenge.
First, each Logipix traffic camera and radar monitors the entire traffic flow that is heading in the same direction. In this
fashion they are able to serve as basis of a precise, lane-independent vehicle tracking technique.
Furthermore the solution applies front detection method. It redounds to higher violation detection accuracy in case of all
three violation types, as vehicles less likely to obscure one other’s license plates.

Violation detection at night

LOGIPIX TRAFFIC VIOLATION DETECTION TECHNOLOGY

Specially developed Logipix IR Laser Flashes provide the
proper illumination for nighttime detection in all surveillance
points in the city. The devices operate synchronized to the
frame rate of the Logipix traffic cameras and they illuminate

the covered area with alternating flash intensity. Lower
intensity flashes light up reflective license plates and stronger
flashes make non-reflective license plates visible for the
traffic cameras.

Video Content Analysis and Radar technology
Logipix uses its specially developed fused sensor technology
to track the motion of objects and detect traffic violations
in New Delhi. The radar and the image sensor works in
fusion, since the radar-detected objects are associated with
the objects in the images that are recognized by the Video
Content Analysis. This way the system provides the most
accurate object tracking and speed measurement possible.

Non-reflective license plate

Reflective license plate
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OVERSPEED VIOLATION
DETECTION SITES

RED LIGHT VIOLATION
DETECTION SITES

Overspeed violation detection sites have been installed citywide in New Delhi. Each site is equipped with a 20 MP traffic
camera, a 3D Multi-lane Radar and an IR Laser Flash. Outdoor
Network Video Recorders (ONVR) serve the cameras, record
and store their images and communicate with the servers.
The system detects an average of 45.000 overspeed violations
daily.

The Logipix system operates in traffic light controlled
intersections too with 20 MP traffic cameras, 3D Multi-lane
Radars and IR Laser Flashes. Also 15 MP evidence cameras
are installed, which are time-synchronized with the traffic
cameras and monitor traffic light states. Up to four traffic
cameras are connected to a single ONVR in each intersection.
The Network Video Recorders also receive the signals of
the traffic light controllers. This feature allows the system
to visualize the traffic light states on each images.
Beside red light violations, the system is configured to
detect stop line violations and overspeed violations as well
simultaneously in the intersections. An average of 20.000
violations are detected daily in the city.

ON-SITE RECORDING

VIOLATION MANAGEMENT SERVERS

Each surveillance site has its own Outdoor Network Video Recorder that is installed close to the cameras. This way it is
unnecessary to send the full-length high-resolution footage to the distant server room, only selected violation images are
transmitted to the servers via WiFi communication.
Every site is capable of standalone operation. Violations can be exported manually as well on a dedicated hardware key
in case of any network failure.
The Logipix ONVRs are vandal-proof constructions and they also withstand the intense Indian weather conditions.

Server modules of the system are allocated on multiple
server machines. Different server parks process the
overspeed and the red light violations. The system is
completed with NAS servers for centralized violation data
storage.
The violation server modules are responsible to query the
violation images from the ONVRs. They crop the license

plates from the images, communicate and collect data from
the ANPR and the VAHAN vehicle database. Furthermore
they compile and distribute violation packages among
the Violation Management Clients. The servers also send
already verified violations to the e-Challan system. All
server processes are fully automatic.
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VIOLATION MANAGEMENT CLIENTS
The system detects a large number of violations, but only a few
workstations are needed to process them all.
Each workstation runs a Violation Management Client (VMC),
which is the manual violation verification software of the system.
The program was designed with a user-friendly interface for
operators and supervisors. It only takes a few seconds for
operators to process a violation.

Logipix developed a special report module in the VMC for
supervisors. They can revisit any violation and override operator
decisions. Supervisors can also query different statistics on
violation management and user activity.

EASY SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Logipix provides a software module, the so-called Health
Report that constantly gives feedback of the system condition.
Supervisors can overview detailed hardware component
statuses and in case of any suspicious operation or malfunction
they can allocate a targeted maintenance procedure.
Common hardware cleaning procedures are also very simple
with Logipix. The system allows to perform the camera house
cleaning process remotely.

THE EFFECTS OF THE SYSTEM
As the system operates reliably from day one and detects an
average of 65.000 traffic violations daily, Delhi Police decided to
expand the system with further violation detection sites.
To look forward and explore medium-term effects, latest
statistics show that Logipix may contribute to realize a safer
and more organized traffic in New Delhi.
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